
CHALLENGES
• Traditional fixed-line desktops limit mobility and fail to 
   meet the needs of reporters who work around the clock

• Inefficiency for internal information and files transfer 

• Migration from Old PABX system

SOLUTIONS
• OneAsia Digital Workplace offers Unified Communications 
   with Mobile App, Video call, Recording system and Web 
   user panel

•  Cluster Phone system and 1300 Cisco/Polycom IP Phone 
    set installed

•  Cloud-based Server and Storage, Email and Office 
    applications

Sing Tao’s Migration to 
Digital Workplace

“To cope with fast-evolving environment, we were looking for an innovative solution 
that can facilitate the internal communication. After having a comprehensive market 
research, we finally adopted the OneAsia Digital Workplace that offers a unified 
communication within the corporate. It brings a dramatic positive impact to improve 
the collaboration, hence increase the efficiency.” 
-Bill Yeung, CIO, Sing Tao News Corporation

As media expand their form of platform nowadays, coping with a large amount of 
information is one of the main challenges. Hong Kong's second largest Chinese 
language newspaper, Sing Tao Daily, has expanded its business to online and 
oversea. To maintain a smooth operation and deal with the increasing demand of 
mobility for reporters that work around the clock, the company needs an innovative 
IT system to ensure fast access to update news for all staff. Oneasia’s digital 
workplace system enables reporters to communicate efficiently and receive the 
latest information even from overseas, by replacing the existing Analog Phone 
solution which has been used for over 10 years with the Unified Communication 
System powered by Deltapath frSIP solutions. It comes with mobile App, video call, 
recording system and web user panel, providing a well-rounded digital workplace 
service to Sing Tao Daily.   

BENEFITS
• Short implementation time
• Facilitated internal communication 
   within teams
• Enhanced mobility with cost savings on    
   long distance communication
• Integrated platform for direct line and 
   direct fax migration
• Hybrid solution for SIP and T1
• Dual network failover design for high 
   availability
• Single switchboard console for 
   management
• Improve function and feature



OneAsia’s digital workplace offers a reliable and secure online communication 
solution for all staffs within Sing Tao Daily, helping the corporate to enhance 
mobility and to have efficient workforce allocation. Without an extra cost, staffs 
can connect with regional colleague seamlessly, hence facilitate the internal 
communication within the corporate.

By teaming up with Deltapath Consulting Services on the overall design blueprint 
and POC, we can ensure the design is flawless and ensure project success 
before we move from the POC to the production deployment of their existing 1,300 
IP Phones.

Our team of project manager and engineers had worked closely with the Sing Tao 
IT and Admin in making sure that project milestones are met while overcoming the 
challenge of coordinating and scheduling for the migration of all 1300 phone 
users and fax from old SKW office to new TKO office thur E1 network phase by 
phase.

If we can be of help in any way, or if you have business ideas and 
expectation, please contact us: http://www.oneas1a.com/enquiry.html


